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Welcome to our latest SNAMP newsletter! This issue focuses on recent work 
from the Spatial Team. To read other newsletters and for more information 
about the SNAMP project, please visit our project website at: http://
snamp.cnr.berkeley.edu.  

LIDAR DATA IN SUPPORT OF FOREST ECOLOGY 
We are using Lidar data to map  forests before and after vegetation 
treatments and measuring forest habitat characteristics across our 
treatment and control sites. These data will give us detailed information 
about how forest habitat was affected by fuel management treatments. 
Airborne Lidar (light detection and ranging) works by bouncing light against 

a target in a similar way to sonar or radar. A portion of the light is reflected back to 
the airborne sensor and recorded. The time between sending the pulse of light out 
and its collection is converted to distance by using the speed of light. 
Simultaneously, the aircraft’s exact position and orientation is measured by an 
onboard GPS and inertial measurement unit (IMU). The combination of all the 
above measurements allows us to backtrack and calculate the elevation at which 
the light pulse was reflected, creating a 3-dimensional map of forest vegetation 
and the ground surface. For more background information on Lidar, please see our 
Fall 2008 newsletter (Volume 2, number 3).
 Raw Lidar data looks like a cloud of points (figure 1), from which we can 
pull out meaningful measures for SNAMP research teams. For example, the Fire & 
Forest Environmental Health team requires detailed maps of tree height, height to 
live crown base and canopy cover to run their fire models. The spatial team can 
provide them with this detailed information for our entire study area, at very fine spatial resolutions (e.g. 5m). The 
wildlife teams require information about the forest surrounding fisher dens or owl nest trees. Lidar will provide 
information on how many other tall trees there are, whether or not those trees are close to the tree in question, or if 
they are clustered. We can also provide them with information on canopy cover surrounding their trees, and hopefully, 
tell them if there are other areas that meet these criteria. 
 A recent area of research for the spatial team is the detection of individual objects from the point cloud. We 
can directly measure the height, diameter, or crown size, of trees. Downed logs can also be measured. Additionally, we 
have been working on new ways to visualize the forest using the Lidar data. This kind of technique can be helpful for 
understanding treatment effects, or planning what the future forest might look like. Details on each of these projects 
are on the next page of this newsletter.
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SNAMP HIGHLIGHT: 
SPATIAL TEAM

The spatial team has two leads: Dr. Maggi 
Kelly at UC Berkeley and Dr.  Qinghua Guo 
at UC Merced.  At UC Berkeley, PhD 
s tuden t Ma rek Jakubowsk i , s t a f f 
researcher Sam Blanchard and postdoc 
Feng Zhao are analyzing the Lidar data for 
forest fuel, biomass and structure 
information.  At UC Merced, staff researcher 
Hong Yu and PhD student Wenkai Li,  are 
working on individual tree mapping, and 
linking the Lidar data with leaf area index 
(LAI) measures. Masterʼs student Jacob 
Flanagan is working on Lidar visualization.
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Figure 1. Lidar point cloud. The colors indicate 
height above the ground. You can see three 
individual trees in this cloud.



VISUALIZING THE FOREST
The image at left is not a photograph: it is a computer generated 
image of our SNAMP study area, using only Lidar data. These 
kinds of visualizations are commonly used in the forestry field for 
stand and landscape management, and to predict environments 
into the future.  But visualization software packages usually only 
focus on one stand at a time. Our method allows us to visualize 
the whole firescape.  This is useful for understanding the 
complexity in forest structure across the landscape, how the forest 
recovers from treatments, and how animals with large home 
ranges might use the forest.  The UC Merced team created this 
cutting-edge product. 

FINDING THE TREES IN THE FOREST
In order to see the trees in the forest, the UC Merced 
spatial team researchers developed a method to segment 
individual trees from the Lidar point cloud. The method 
identifies and classifies trees individually and sequentially 
from the tallest tree to the shortest tree (see figure at 
right). We tested this method on our SNAMP Lidar data. 
These forests are complex mixed coniferous forests on 
rugged terrain, and yet our method is very accurate at 
defining individual tree shapes. We are applying the 
method in both of the SNAMP study areas. 

MAPPING DOWNED LOGS WITH LIDAR DATA

These images display a field where a 
recent fire has killed many trees that 
then fell to the ground and became  
logs (Figure 4). The same logs are 
shown in the Lidar data (Figures 5 and 
6). Green arrows mark the locations of 

logs in each of these figures. The UC 
Berkeley spatial team researchers used some new techniques that help  distinguish individual features, and mapped 

the logs, as well as some of the trees in this stand (see Figure 6 above: red colors are logs, green colors are 
trees). More information on these and other projects can be found on the SNAMP website: http://
snamp.cnr.berkeley.edu.
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This SNAMP Newsletter created by Maggi Kelly,  Shasta Ferranto,  & Sam Blanchard .  This 
Newsletter ’s images courtesy of Qinghua Guo,  Hong Yu ,  Jacob Flanagan ,  Marek Jakubowski 

& Sam Blanchard

Figure 4. Photograph of burned forest stand.

Figure 5. Raw Lidar data. Figure 6. Classified Lidar data.

Figure 2. Visualization of forested hillsides.

Figure 3. Left image shows the raw Lidar point cloud; right image shows the result-
ing segmented individual trees.


